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Who says learning is not fun…at Gatik it is
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At Gatik we help students pick subject combinations that provide them with a wide range of 
career options.

With more than 20 years of experince in the field of education, when it comes to learning 
in the 21st century we at Gatik Junior College believe in an approach that focuses not 
only on the syllabus and academic excellence but one that helps students develop 

Rote learning instils in students a sort of 
complacency for more than 12 years of 

education and they are unable to make the 
shift from un-questioning learners 
to innovators in the job market.

With the help of  and the guidance of our PSYCHOMETRIC TESTING
TRAINED COUNSELLORS, students will be guided  through a series of activities 
that will help them  assess their interests, personality, values and skills and 
decide upon a career that is best suited for them.

At GJC, we understand that scholastic excellence 
alone does not help students succeed in life. To 
be ready for the future, other skills are needed 
too. These include Industry-relevant skills such as 
Global Business Communication, Cultural 
Awareness, .....and other Life Skills such as 
Social and Emotional Intelligence.

This premise has led us to collaborate with 
psychologists and brain-based learning experts 
to design holistic learning models that are 
centered around the learner.

We strongly believe that a comprehensive 
learning environment should inspire, encourage, 
stimulate and mentor students into becoming 
well-rounded individuals

*Hostel Facility and Transport Available
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Campus Locations

Opp:St Ann's High School,Tarnaka Main Rd,
Tarnaka, Secunderabad,Telangana 500017

+ 91 40 29561152 / 53 / 54

Gandipet Main Road, Narsingi Kokapet X roads, 
Hyderabad-500075

+ 91 40 29887350 / 51
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